Homogenization technique has been used to derive equivalent material properties of masonry units for many years. However, most of the previous research work concentrated on derivation of equivalent material properties for solid brick masonry structure. Very few studies have been conducted to investigate complex mechanical properties of hollow concrete block masonry unit. In this paper, homogenization technique with engineering approach is utilized to derive equivalent material properties from a three-dimensional basic cell of hollow concrete block masonry. In the numerical analysis, a damage model based on the concept of fracture-based damage and stiffness degradation in continuum damage mechanics is applied to modeling the failure of mortar joint and concrete. Two 
Introduction
The equivalent material properties and failure characteristics of hollow concrete brick masonry are different from those of solid brick masonry. For example, current codes of practice usually allow strength enhancement for solid brick masonry under biaxial and triaxial compression. In the case of hollow brick masonry, however, due to lack of knowledge, no strength enhancement is permitted for hollow brick masonry walls in both the Australian (SAA 1998) and Canadian (CSA 1994) codes. In the last decades, much research work has been carried out for the investigation of the complex mechanical properties of solid brick masonry using homogenization technique. One of the earliest homogenization techniques was used to find equivalent elastic properties of in plane solid brick masonry (Pande et al. 1989 ). Since then, various theoretical and numerical homogenization techniques based on the linear, the non-linear and the limit analysis have been developed to derive equivalent material properties for in-plane and out-of-plane solid brick masonry (Pietruszczak and Niu 1992; Anthoine 1995; Lee et al. 1996; Anthoine 1997; Pegon and Anthoine 1997; DeBuhan and DeFelice 1997; Luciano and Sacco 1997; Luciano and Sacco 1998a,b; Bati et al. 1999; Lopez et al. 1999; Ma et al. 2001; Cecchi A and Di Marco 2002; Cecchi and Sab 2002a,b; Zucchini and Lourenco 2002; Cluni and Gusella 2004; Peerlings et al. 2004; Massart et al. 2004; Cluni and Gusella 2004; Zucchini and Lourenco 2004; Cecchi et al. 2005; Carbone and Codegone 2005; Massart et al. 2005a,b; Calderini and Lagomarsino 2006; Milani et al. 2006a,b,c; Massart et al. 2006; Wu et al. 2006) . It has been found that using homogenized masonry material properties yield reliable prediction of masonry performance to both static and dynamic loads, but the computational time is substantially less as compared with the discretized models (Wu et al. 2006) . However, most of the previous studies limited on solid unit masonry, very few studies have been carried out to investigate homogenized material properties of hollow concrete block masonry. Therefore, it will be of important significance if the equivalent material properties of hollow concrete block masonry can be derived.
Homogenization technique, which permits to establish constitutive relations based on averaged stresses and strains from the geometry and constitutive relations of the individual components, has been employed to derive the equivalent material properties and failure characteristics of solid brick masonry in the last decades (Pietruszczak and Niu 1992; Anthoine 1995; Lee et al. 1996; Anthoine 1997; Pegon and Anthoine 1997; DeBuhan and DeFelice 1997; Luciano and Sacco 1997; Luciano and Sacco 1998a,b; Bati et al. 1999; Lopez et al. 1999; Ma et al. 2001; Cecchi A and Di Marco 2002; Cecchi and Sab 2002a,b; Zucchini and Lourenco 2002; Cluni and Gusella 2004; Peerlings et al. 2004; Massart et al. 2004; Cluni and Gusella 2004; Zucchini and Lourenco 2004; Cecchi et al. 2005; Carbone and Codegone 2005; Massart et al. 2005a,b; Calderini and Lagomarsino 2006; Milani et al. 2006a,b,c; Massart et al. 2006; Wu et al. 2006) . In early stage, the homogenization technique for solid brick masonry is to use a simplified geometry to represent the complex geometry of the basic cell so as to obtain a closedform solution of the homogenization problem. Then various complex homogenization techniques have been applied to derive the equivalent material properties and failure mechanism of solid brick masonry. The derived material properties have been successfully used for the analysis of solid brick masonry structures. Homogenization technique has become increasingly popular among the masonry community in recent years. However, many of previous studies handling orthotropic non-linear behavior of solid brick masonry by assuming a yield surface based on only the stress invariants such as Drucker-Prager strength criterion or Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion as usually done for isotropic materials (Ma et al. 2001 , Wu et al. 2006 . Actually, for hollow concrete masonry, due to its anisotropy its constituent materials do not depend on a DruckerPrager strength criterion or Mohr-Coulomb strength criterion (de Buhan and de Felice 1997; Milani et al. 2006a,b) . Therefore a yield function addressing different uniaxial strengths in different directions should be considered for hollow concrete masonry.
There are only a few studies on the behavior and failure mechanism of hollow concrete block masonry in the past decades (Becica and Harris 1983; Ganesan and Ramamurthy 1992; Sayed-Ahmed and Shrive 1996a; Sayed-Ahmed and Shrive 1996b; Shrive and Sayed-Ahmed 1997; Yi and Shire 2003a; Yi and Shire 2003b) . For numerical simulation of hollow concrete block masonry, both shell and continuum FE meshes have been used to perform the analysis. In the simulation, hollow concrete blocks and mortar joints are separately discretized and constitutive laws for each component are adopted. Although these methods can give an accurate prediction of behavior and failure mechanism of hollow concrete block masonry, the main drawback is that they need the large computational effort, therefore are difficult to be applied to realistic masonry structures even with today's computer capability. Homogenization technique, which derives equivalent material properties of composite from suitable relations between averaged strains and averaged stresses of the individual components in the basic cell, can significantly reduce the computational time. To the knowledge of the authors, so far, little information of applying homogenization technique to hollow concrete block masonry to derive its homogenized material properties and failure characteristics can be found in the literature.
In this study, simple homogenization technique and damage mechanics theory are used to model a three-dimensional basic cell to derive the equivalent elastic properties, strength envelope, and failure characteristics of hollow concrete block masonry unit. The basic cell is modeled with distinctive consideration of individual components of mortar and concrete, which are both postulated as isotropic material and have their own material properties such as elastic modulus, strength criterion and damage characteristics. Using the concept of fracture-energy based damage and stiffness degradation in continuum damage mechanics, a plastic damage model is used for both concrete and mortar. In the 
Homogenization of hollow concrete block masonry with engineering approach
Hollow concrete block masonry is an orthotropic composite, which is constituted by hollow concrete blocks jointed by mortar joints. Fig. 1 shows the hollow concrete block masonry wall. In the homogenization process with an engineering approach, a basic cell (see Fig. 1 ), which contains all the geometric and constitutive information of the hollow concrete block masonry, is employed to investigate the complex mechanical properties of the composite material. The hollow concrete block and mortar in the basic cell are modeled, separately, with individual components of mortar and concrete. Using constitutive relations of the individual components of concrete and mortar materials, the constitutive relations of hollow concrete block masonry can be established in terms of the averaged strains and averaged stresses in the basic cell. The averaged stress and strain ij σ and ij ε of the basic cell are defined by the integral over the basic cell as
where V is the volume of the basic cell, ij σ and ij ε are stress and strain in an element.
The equivalent material properties of hollow concrete block masonry are then obtained from the simulated stress-strain relations of the basic cell under various loading conditions.
It should be noted that the assumption of homogeneous distributions of stresses and strains means the volume of the basic cell must be small enough to make the variation of stresses and strains inside it negligible. On the other hand, a basic cell should include all the materials in the masonry to be representative. Based on the above requirements, the basic cell depicted in Fig. 1 is used as a representative volume element although it is relatively large due to large size of the hollow concrete block. 
Damage model for concrete and mortar
This definition indicates the total damage depends on both tensile and compressive damage, but it is not a direct summation of the two damage scalars. With the aid of Eqs. (6) to (9), damage parameter in Eq. (5) can be determined. The yield strength for concrete and mortar is modeled by Drucker-Prager strength criterion as 0 ) (
where 2 J is the second invariant of the stress deviator and 1 I is the first invariant of the stress tensor. Assuming that the post-failure surface satisfies the isotropic softening rule, the constant α remains unchanged, while c will degrade with damage as
and α and 0 c are material constants.
From the concept of continuum damage theory, the constitutive relation pertinent to the damage model is described as 
Numerical results
The above damage model for concrete and mortar is coded into a finite element program to calculate the stress-strain relations of the basic cell. With the aid of experimental data, it shows that the analytical exponential model in Eq. (6) and (7) or (8) and (9) , as they were in a previous study (Ma et al. 2001) . The above parameter values for concrete and mortar in the analytical exponential forms are employed in the present study. Fig. 3 shows a 390 × 190 × 190 mm 3 hollow concrete block, which is widely used in Australia (http://www.australbrick.com.au). This hollow concrete block and a 10 mm thick mortar joint are used in this study. In the analysis, the same material properties for bed and head joints are assumed. Table 1 lists the material properties of mortar and concrete used in the numerical simulation. The numerical model of the basic cell of the hollow concrete block masonry is shown in Fig. 4 . As shown, the hollow concrete block and mortar in the basic cell are discretized into a number of solid elements. It should be noted that convergence tests were conducted to investigate how many elements are needed to achieve a reliable estimation. This is realized by decreasing the size of the element for both brick and mortar by half while keeping loads on the basic cell constant until the difference of the results between two consecutive element sizes is less than 5%.
The convergence tests resulted in the selection of the element number that was employed in the simulation. Totally, 1888 eight-node solid elements, in which 1444 elements for hollow concrete block and 444 elements for mortar, are used in the numerical model of the basic cell. Using homogenization technique with engineering approach, a complete monotonic stress-strain relation on the hollow concrete block masonry unit is simulated by applying various boundary conditions.
Stress-strain curves
The representative averaged stress-strain relations of the basic cell under various compressive-compressive boundary conditions are shown in Our preliminary study indicated that under high-strain rate dynamic loading, the masonry strength is not necessarily governed by the mortar strength.
Usually, under biaxial and triaxial compressive state, strength enhancement is observed for solid brick masonry in the previous studies (Ma et al. 2001, Wu and Hao 2006) .
However, this is not the case for hollow concrete block masonry. (Wu and Hao 2006) . This is also because the hollow brick cannot be restrained internally in X and Y directions. These observations indicate that there is no compressive strength enhancement for hollow concrete masonry unit under biaxial and triaxial loading due to the effect of the geometry of hollow concrete block.
For compressive-tensile and tensile-tensile stress states, uniform tensile and compressive displacements are applied to the basic cell surfaces and the corresponding averaged stress and strain of the basic cell are simulated. Fig. 6 shows the simulated stress-strain relations in compressive-tensile and tensile-tensile stress states. As shown from Fig. 6 (a-c) , the uniaxial tensile strengths in X, Y and Z directions are 1.16 MPa, 0.87 MPa and 1.01 MPa, respectively. Fig. 6 (d) shows stress-strain curves of hollow concrete block masonry unit under biaxial tensile loading in X and Z directions. As shown, the tensile strengths under biaxial tensile loading decrease as compared with those in Fig. 6 (a) and (c). With the lateral confinement in X direction, tensile strength under biaxial tensile loading in Z direction reduces slightly, but slightly increases in Y direction, as shown in Fig. 6 (e). It also shows that the averaged strain in X direction is not zero despite the constraint in X direction. Under tensile-compressive state, the ultimate tensile strength decreases (see Fig. 6 (f) ). It can be observed from Fig. 6 (f) that hollow concrete block masonry unit fails owing to tensile strain before the compressive strength reaches to the maximum value. As expected, the ultimate tensile strength under triaxial tensile loading condition also reduces in the three directions substantially. respectively (see Fig. 7a-c) . The reason why shear stress yx τ is far less than zx τ and zy τ is because there exist two rectangular hollow areas in the concrete block that make the hollow concrete masonry unit very weak under shear stress yx τ . In the in-plane compressive-shear state (Fig. 7d) , the shear strength slightly increases. While in the outof-plane compressive-shear state (Fig. 7e) , the shear strength decreases. The shear strength also decreases in the tensile-shear state (Fig. 7f) . It should be noted that under compressive-shear state, the hollow concrete masonry unit fails due to shear strain before the compressive strength reaches the maximum value. It should be noted that it is not possible to obtain the out-of-plane homogenized moduli by means of a simple integration of in-plane ones along the thickness (Cecchi and Sab 2002b; Cecchi et al. 2005 ).
Material properties of the hollow concrete block masonry unit

Yield criterion
The strength characteristics of masonry are very important in modelling masonry damage. Using the ultimate strength from the stress-strain curves shown in Figs. 5 to 7, the equivalent strength envelope for hollow concrete block masonry unit can be derived.
As hollow concrete masonry is an orthotropic material, its uniaxial compressive strengths in different directions are quite different. in the present study.
The threshold tensile strains will be used in the masonry damage model.
Size influence and simple homogenized model for hollow concrete block masonry
As discussed in Section 2, the basic cell in the simple homogenization process should be as small as possible because the stress and strain distributions are assumed uniform inside it. On the other hand, the basic cell should be large enough so that the materials of different constituents can be included. Although the basic cell in the present study satisfies the basic requirements (Anthoine 1995), size influence of the basic cell should be examined in order to assure the reliability of the averaged properties of the hollow concrete block masonry. A panel formed by 2 × 2 basic cells is used to examine the size effect of the basic cell. Two special displacement conditions, i.e., uniform compressive displacement and uniform tensile displacement are applied on the horizontal surfaces of the unit, representing the stress-strain states of the unit in uniaxial compression and uniaxial tension. Fig. 9(a) shows the comparison of the uniaxial compressive stress-strain curves under two different units. It demonstrates that the elastic part of the two curves coincide very well, but the initial failure stress of the 2 × 2 basic cell decreases by about hollow concrete block masonry are almost independent of the size of the basic cell in the simple homogenization process in the uniaxial compressive state. Similar situations occur for the stress-strain curves in unixail tensile state as shown in Fig. 9(b) . The above results imply that the geometry of hollow concrete block has significant influence on the averaged stress and strain values of the basic cell; averaged masonry material properties from a basic cell larger than the one used in this study may contain significant size or structure effect. Nonetheless, the basic cell used in this study is the smallest possible unit that contains both brick and mortar materials. The validity of the averaged material properties in modeling masonry response to blast load will be demonstrated in the next section.
With the aid of the averaged material properties, the constitutive relation for the homogenized hollow concrete block masonry at macro level can be expressed as
is the elastoplastic incremental material matrix; F is the yield function derived above; G is a plastic potential function which is identical to the yield function if an associated flow rule is assumed; H is a stiffness hardening parameter
and ] [E is the damaged elastic matrix, which can be expressed as 
where + ε is the equivalent tensile strain of masonry and can be determined by
; β is a damage parameter, it is set to 0.5 based on the previous study (Ma et al. 2001) ; and + 0 ε is the threshold tensile strain which is equal to 1.58 4 10 − × in the present study.
Applications
The developed simple homogenized material model is used to simulate response of a It should be noted that although the simple homogenized model give reliable prediction of masonry damage to blast loads, it may not yield accurate prediction of masonry fragmentation, i.e., fragment size and ejection velocity. This is because the weak mortar joints may significantly influence the fragmentation. However, our preliminary study indicated that mortar joint strength governs the masonry strength only when strain rate is low. At high strain rate, mortar strength does not necessarily dominate the masonry strength, and brick units may also suffer sudden brittle failure under blast loading. More study is deemed necessary to investigate the reliability of using averaged masonry material properties in simulating masonry fragmentation to blast loads.
Conclusions
Homogenization technique with engineering approach has been employed to derive the 
